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Our attempt to use the term ‘southwesterly in a northern hemisphere sense’ is that in the northern hemisphere, southerly flow is poleward, where as it is opposite in the southern hemisphere. Alternatively, we could have used poleward and westerly, but we feel that is too cumbersome. I have added a line that clarifies that for points in the Southern Hemisphere, they have been rotated so that the bottom of the domain represents towards the equator.

There is always concern that transparent high clouds are affecting the retrieval of cloud properties from the ISCCP data. However, the additional information from the reanal-
ysis and surface observations suggest that these are truly distinct cloud regimes from low clouds with some very thin clouds overlaying them. The reanalysis suggests a moist mid-troposphere, with grid-box mean ascent. Additionally, the surface observations report much more stratus and frequency of precipitation than the other low cloud clusters.